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RESULTS

Data from 53 participants (23 female / 30 male) were analyzed. Main effect of Species on Shock (more shock for the animal stories; no other effects 

significant); Main effect of Perspective on Identification (more identification for stories in 1st person; no other effects significant); Interaction of Perspective 

and Species on the Intention to never buy Angora wool anymore: 1st person is more persuasive than 3rd person, but only for stories with animals, the 

numeric difference for humans was not significant.

DISCUSSION

People apparently do not make a big difference between animals and humans, at least not in stories: they identify with a rabbit as easily as with a little girl. 

And indeed, people feel shocked when they learn about the animal abuse involved in harvesting angora wool (even more shocked than when they hear about 

child labor). Perspective matters in this respect: stories with a first-person narrator increase the level of identification. Perspective also influences the intention 

to stop using angora wool: this intention is significantly higher when the story is told in a first person perspective as compared to a third person perspective. 
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HUMAN ANIMAL

First 
Person

“[..] My name is Januba. I am 13 years old and 
I live in Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh. 
I make clothes for shops in Europe. Every 
morning, I rise before the sun goes up. [..] ”

“[..] My name is A1286. I am an angora rabbit. 
I am 2 years old and I live in China. 
Together with 2,000 other rabbits I live in a kennel.
I am bred for my fur. I live in stress and fear. [..]”

Third 
Person

“[..] Her name is Januba. She is 13 years old and 
she lives in Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh. 
She make clothes for shops in Europe. Every 
morning, she rises before the sun goes up. [..]”

“[..] Her name is A1286. She is an angora rabbit. 
She is 2 years old and she lives in China. 
Together with 2,000 other rabbits she lives in a kennel. 
She is bred for her fur. She lives in stress and fear. [..]”

MEASURES

Transportation: “I was mentally involved in the story”

Identification: “I identified with the main character”

Purchase Intention:

“From now on, I will not buy clothing made by children”

“From now on, I will not buy clothing made with angora 

wool”

Emotions: 

“After reading the story, I felt ... Shock / Anger / 

Sadness / Compassion”

All questions have 7-point answering scales

EMOTIONS

INTENTIONSTRANSPORTATION / IDENTIFICATION


